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ABSTRACT

The objective of this research was to analyze how students’ ability in applying modulation techniques in translating collocation from the novel “The Lost Symbol” by Dan Brown. The research was a content analysis of descriptive qualitative. There were 25 students taken as respondent, there were represented from each class. The data were collected by using a translation test which was contained six types of collocation. The finding showed that students’ ability is dominant in collocation type of adjective and noun because to translate it just simple and the phrase of the word is most familiar in their activities not also in translation subject but other skill language material. In the other hand, the students’ low ability to translate collocation of Verb and expression with preposition because they could not just use the literal translation but they have to adapt it or changing their point of view and use their cognitive and focus on the context, which makes relevant and coherent. However, overall the average of students ability must be improved it with learning more and lecturer must be able to focus on students’ weakness in applying translation technique, especially on modulation to get the progress by the students’ translation well.
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INTRODUCTION

Languages are not nomenclatures and the concepts of one language may differ radically from those of another, since each language articulates or organizes the world differently, and languages do not simply name categories; they articulate their own. The conclusion likely to be drawn is that one of the problems of translation is the disparity among languages. The bigger the gap between the source language and the target language, the more difficult it is to transfer the message from one to another. The difference between source language and target language, and the variation in their cultures make the process of translation become a real challenge.

Translation is very important ability of students. This idea support by journal translation that said the translation could be a communicator in the process of transferring information between users of one target language (Bsa) and source language users (Bs). Of course, they could get a lot of information through translation.

In translation process. There are some technique to them that are often use in translating, literal, borrowing, reduction, addition, transposition, modulation, implication, description, and adaption. One of from the all of the technique, modulation technique is hard to understand this cause of some reason to support that, Modulation is a variation of the form of the message, obtained by a shift in the point of view. This change can be justified when the close translation results in a grammatically correct text, but it is considered unsuitable, unidiomatic or awkward in the target language. modulation is a variation of the form of the message obtained by a change in the point of view. In other words modulation means restructuring a message of source language text in a target language text in different structure but the meaning is not different. For the example in the modulation technique follow the sentence below:

Modulation Technique
SL: I cut my finger
TL: jariku teriris

The sentence I cut my finger is translated into Jariku teriris. It can be translate by the literal, can be saya memotong jari saya. It is an example of shift in the point of view since there is a structural change from active voice into passive voice.

The sentence I cut my finger is translated into Jariku teriris. It can be translate by the literal, can be saya memotong jari saya. It is an example of shift in the point of view since there is a structural change from active voice into
The novel “The Lost Symbol” is written by Dan Brown a well-known American writer and bestselling novels, including The Da Vinci Code, which has become one of the bestselling novels of all time. His novels are published in 300 pages and 100 chapters, each chapter is variety of pages. Brown also named one of the 100 Most Influential People in the World by TIME Magazine.

The novel itself is about a Harvard symbolist, Robert Langdon whose mentor, Peter Solomon a prominent Mason and philanthropist is brutally kidnapped, Langdon realizes his only hope of saving Peter is to accept the mystical invitation he received from someone and follow wherever it leads him. Langdon is instantly plunged into a clandestine world of Masonic secrets, hidden history, and never-before-seen locations all of which seem to be dragging him toward a single, inconceivable truth until he found Peter and the secret reveal.

The objective of this research was to analyze how students’ ability in applying modulation technique in translating collocation from the novel “The lost Symbol” by Dan Brown.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study was a descriptive-qualitative research, and it was presented the data with a content analysis method. Some of the experts had their own point of view about this type of research.

This is the definition qualitative that explained it by the expert as a scientific method because it has fulfilled the rules, such us, concrete/empirical, objective, measurable, rational and systematic. This method is called qualitative. Descriptive method is a method of research that makes the description of the situation of event or occurrence. This study analyzes how the English collocations are translated into Indonesian.

Instrument is one of important point that the researcher used it to know the score or capability of students. Absolutely in this thesis the researcher will use a translation test to translate the collocation words from English into Indonesian Language. The test are sentences from the novel of “The Lost Symbol” that containing collocation. The students should translate the source...
language that are contained six types of collocation into column of target language. Moreover, the result of students’ translation would be checked with the correct translation (target language) that has been checked by the translation lecturer (expert).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Result of Students’ Ability in Translating Collocation

This research presents the result and the discussion of students’ ability in applying modulation technique in translating collocation. The are six types of collocation from 25 items of translation test.

Based on the data from table 1, the researcher found that students’ average score for each collocation; first was the students’ average score in collocation “Adjective and noun” were 60% (average). The second was the students’ average score in collocation “Noun + noun” were 49% (very poor). The third was the student average score in collocation “Noun and verb “ were 41.6% (very poor). The fourth was the student average score in collocation “Verb and expression with preposition “ were 39% (very poor). Then, there was the student average score in collocation “Verb and adverb “ were 36% (very poor) The least was the student average score in collocation “Adverb and adjective “ were 22,88 % (Very poor).

Table 1

The dominant list of correct collocation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>List of collocation</th>
<th>Average score (%)</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Adjective and noun</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Noun + noun</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>Very poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Noun and verb</td>
<td>41.6%</td>
<td>Very poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Verb and expression with preposition</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>Very poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Verb and adverb</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>Very poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Adverb and adjective</td>
<td>22,88%</td>
<td>Very poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, the researcher concluded that the students’ ability is dominant in collocation type of adjective and noun because the dominant type to translate it just simple and the phrase of word is most familiar in their activities not also in translation subject but other skill language material.. In other hand, the students’ low ability in translate collocation of adverb and adjective because they could not just use the literal translation but they have to adapt...
it or changed their cognitive and focus on the context, which make relevant and coherent. Moreover, to see the total score for each students could be seen in the appendix. Then the researcher also put the chart of The dominant list of correct collocation that can be seen below:
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**Figure 1**
The Dominant List of Correct Collocation

**Discussion**

The students ability in applying modulation technique in translating the collocation were different. There were the result of students’ translation in each collocation that have different score that could be seen in the average score for each collocation; first was the students’ average score in collocation Adjective and noun were 60%. The second was the students’ average score in collocation Noun and noun were 49%, Noun and verb were 41.6%. The third was the student average score in collocation Adverb and adjective were 39%. The fourth was the student average score in collocation Verb and adverb were 36%. The last was the student average score in collocation Verb and expression with preposition were 22.88%.

Moreover, the researcher analyzed the students translation for each items of collocation types to find the student problems. There are the result of students’ translation in six types of collocation; First is collocation type of adjective and noun like “supreme person” almost students translated “supreme” to “tinggi, tertinggi” but from source language into target language is not relevant if translated like it. If they see the sentence as full, “beside her, Langdon looked like a supreme person” they would translate correctly “supreme person” is “the great leader”. Then more example collocation “ serious line”, many student translated as literal technique as “garis serius” almost the students incorrect to translate with modulation. If they look the context, the translate should be “kritis” meaning from it. Second is noun and verb or verb and noun. The example is “cell phone shouting” actually the students just need ability of cognitive to translate this collocation which is the meaning “ponsel berdering” but some
students still false in translate this collocation, they translated it “ponselnya berteriak” because they did not translate it used cultural contexts. Shouting not also mean “berteriak” but in this context they must translate it “bebunyi.”

Third is noun and noun. All students easier in translating this collocation such us: “wrap mannequin hand” mean “sapu tangan” and “granite stone” mean “bongkahan batu”. Students still false translate it . but almost the student can translate correctly because this type is the easiest to translate. Students just need vocabulary to translate this collocation.

Fourth is verb and expression with preposition. There was some students could not translate it correctly because they seldom to learn and find this type, example “hang for a moment” the students could not literal translation but they have to use modulation technique to translate which is the meaning would be “membisu sejenak” if they look overall sentence “he let the words hang for a moments”.

Fifth is verb and adverb. Almost students translate this collocation incorrect, example; “gazedown” the students translate it “menatap ke bawah, melihat bawah”. But, there was also students correct in translate it as “tertunduk” because they translate just translate “gaze” and “down” should be combine be “tertunduk”.

The six is adverb and adjective. The students also seldom to find this collocation type. But, the researcher found that student could translate it well. These are the example “almost demonic” student translate it literally “hamper menyerupai hantu” it is in adequate because the context not told about demon or devil, but tell about situation who are starving. The collocation “almost demonic” to describe what happen if someone not meal for two days. Based on the explanation above the researcher concluded that the students’ ability in translation collocation especially for applying modulation technique should be increasing and improving. Based on Hatim and Munday (2001: 150) They just need to learn more about the modulation technique in translation that they can see of context beyond the text, and change point of view and the most important is the cognitive should be works, to translate it well. Moreover, the students have to learn more about collocation and translation theories. The lecturer also must give them more detail about technique in translation especially modulation technique and hopefully this research will be useful for students and all
reader and also the next researcher can find out the great solution for this problems.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the result of the data analysis, it was concluded that students’ ability in applying modulation technique in translating collocation on “The Lost Symbol” Novel by Dan Brown, the researcher found that the students’ average in total score for all collocation was 60% which was the category “poor”. And 40% score was in category “average”. In other hand, the students’ ability in applying modulation technique no one in category good or excellent. Moreover, the researcher also concluded that the students’ ability was dominant in collocation type of adjective and noun, it showed in score was 60%, because in this collocation, the dominant type to translate it just simple and the phrase of word is most familiar in their activities not also in translation subject but other skill language material. The students’ low ability in translate collocation of verb and expression with preposition because they could not just use the literal translation but they have to adapt it or changed their cognitive and focus on the context, which make relevant and coherence. Thus, the students’ ability of 6th semester students’ of PBI (IAIN) Bengkulu should be learn more about translation subject and also must be support with addition more the translation lecturer, and references as the translation book in IAIN library.
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